
Three Benefits of Directed Trusts

1. LOWER TRUSTEE FEES
InIn a directed trust arrangement, the investment management responsibility is removed from the corporate 
trustee, thus removing the investment liability. This is important because a trustee’s liability for the 
underlying investments is typically a major factor in determining trustee fees. If the corporate trustee has no 
investment liability, then its fee should be less. Many directed trustees charge a flat fee instead of an 
asset-based fee to administer a directed trust because of this reduced overall liability.

2. INVESTMENT FLEXIBILITY
GivenGiven the option, most clients would like to determine what their trust can buy, sell, and hold. They want an 
advisor they know and trust to manage their investments. They see the value in a corporate trustee 
administering their trust, but they want the expertise of their trusted financial professionals along the way. 
Wealthy clients also have nontraditional assets such as closely-held businesses, family limited partnerships, 
LLCs, private equity interests, etc., which may not fit under a corporate trustee’s investment parameters. A 
directed trust allows clients to preserve, protect, and grow these unique assets that are core components to 
their family’s financial success.

3. GREATER CONTROL3. GREATER CONTROL
“The task is not to control the wind, but to direct the movements of the ship so that it stays on course.”
WealthyWealthy clients are used to controlling their destiny. They are the captain of their ship, and they like it that 
way. In estate planning, clients must be willing to give up some level of control, but to the extent they can 
retain as much as possible, they would prefer it that way. We have discussed giving the client or their trusted 
financial professional investment discretion in their trust, but some clients also want to give a family member 
or committee the power to authorize distributions from the trust. They feel this would give more peace of 
mind and protection for their beneficiaries with fewer restrictions. In a directed trust, they can do just that. 
TheThe distribution trustee or distribution committee will be able to direct the corporate trustee on when to 
make a distribution from the trust to a beneficiary.
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